
visit
 www.lasthopes.org

 to create your profile today!
Then, get matched and watch

the hope flourish!

Generous donors are partnered up
with individuals requesting support

through an extensive matching
process carried out by

professionals, assisted by a
mechanized algorithm! All

individuals coming to Last Hopes
are guaranteed to receive a donor
match to fulfill at least a portion of

their requests! 

who? 

AN INTERFACE, MATCHING TERMINALLY ILL
INDIVIDUALS  WITH GENEROUS DONORS IN
ORDER TO PROVIDE THEM WITH WONDERFUL
END OF LIFE OPPORTUNITIES AND MEMORIES. 

Individuals who are
terminally ill or suffering 
 from life threatening
illnesses are eligible to
be matched with
donors  to receive
support!

what?

Last Hopes

how? 

Jordan Umlas, Dr. Edmondson Section 3 



FAQ

Who funds last hopes?
Last Hopes is fully funded by generous volunteers looking to

sponsor ill individuals and their loved ones to provide them with
memorable final expereinces. 

How is the funding typically used? 
Sponsors must approve how their money is being spent in otder to

avoid individuals taking advantage of their generosity. The most
common use of sponsorship is to fund chartered private planes,

equipped with necessary medical equipemnt and medical staff, as
flying commerically is typically a large obstacle to terminally ill

individuals. Other examples include trips to costly and saught after
travel locations,  

What work do I have to do post profile creation? 

After creating your profile, consisting of documentation of your
illness, hopes and desires for your last hopes experience, and any
other informaion you want to include,  let Last Hopes do the rest!
Working very similarly to popular dating apps, we will facilitate
profile matching in a two part system, beginning with an initial 

 algorithm that is then checked over by trained professionals.  Last
Hopes also handles reaching out to the donor, and initial

communication. We will also handle all logistical aspects of your
Last Hopes funded experiences, including orgranizing travel

itineraries to encourage focusing on enjoying the moment! Let the
hope really sink in.



Faq (CONT)

How does the interface work?
By taking into account both the desires of the ill individual and the
donor's preferences (willingness to spend, personal ties to specific
illnesses, etc.), the algorithm works to produce statistically- backed
matches. These choices are verified by trained progessionals who

are familiar with what successful pairings look like! 

Why are donors motivated to sponsor?
Donors are motivared to sponsor due to a variety of reasons! Some
have personal ties to certain illnesses and feel as though they are
paying others' generosity forward, some are looking for positive
ways to share their wealth, and some have loved ones who have

been involved with Last Hopes themselves! 

Can I be sponsored more than once?

Depending on your relationship with your donor, some might choose
to sponsor multiple less expensive experiences or one more

expensive experience! Last Hopes only guarantees one match  (and
therefore guaranteed experience) between sponsor and sponsored,
and the amount of generosity and donations granted by the donor's

comfort level. One can apply to be rematched if there is an issue
present, but this is not guaranteed.  



STEP 1!
visit www.lasthopes.org and create your very own

support request profile! Include illness
documentation, what you want your experience to

be, and anything to let us get to know you! 

STEP 2!
get matched  with a donor through a success-proven

algorithm, and get  your pairing confirmed by
professionals! All support requests are guaranteed to be

provided with a match!

STEP 3!
Allow our travel booking professionals and

communication experts, to handle  communication
between you and the donor, as well as all logistical issues
that are involved with making your desired experience a

reality!

STEP 4!
And you're off! 

Enjoy your Last-Hopes organized experience, and be sure to
thank your Donor! Continue Last Hopes contact throughout

the duration of your experience to ensure that everything runs
smoothly! 


